Abstract. In this paper, we propose an algorithm based on double acoustic measurement for cooperative navigation of multiple autonomous underwater vehicles. Research on cooperative navigation of AUV is an important topic to solve the navigation problem in long range and deep sea. We investigate the improvement in navigation accuracy. In the Leader-follow structure, the leader AUV is equipped with high precision navigation system, and the follow AUV is equipped with low precision navigation system. They all are equipped with acoustic device to measure relative location. Traditionally geometry triangulation method is used to calculate the position of follow AUV, the method may cause fault error solution. Double acoustic communication measurement method was designed, which fused the proprioceptive and exteroceptive sensors. The research results prove that the navigation accuracy has been improved effectively.
Introduction
With the development of ocean economic, marine robotics technology has undergone a phase of dramatic increase in capability in recent years. Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) is an important tool to solve the complex ocean missions. Navigation is one of the key challenges that limit our capability to use AUV to complete ocean mission. There are four traditional methods [1] [2] for AUV navigation, 1) Inertial navigation, 2) Acoustic navigation, 3) Earth geophysical navigation, 4) Global navigation system. Those traditional navigation algorithms cannot satisfy the complex ocean operations. Inertial Navigation System (INS) has generally been used for AUV. Although the system can offer good navigation accuracy, it also has several drawbacks. Its error enlarges with time. High level INS is large and expensive, small AUVs cannot afford it. Long Baseline (LBL) is a credible acoustic navigation system, its accuracy can reach several meters, but its operation area limits to a few km 2 . These traditional navigation systems have no advantage in cooperative mission. We study the cooperative navigation algorithm and localization accuracy of multiple Autonomous Underwater Vehicles. One of the advantages of multiple AUVs system is that AUV can accurately positioning by measuring their relative position and communicating localization information throughout the acoustic network.
Time This paper deals with a navigation algorithm for multiple vehicles. The leader AUV equips acoustic modem and high accuracy INS. Each fellow AUV equips acoustic modem and dead-reckoning sensor. The system was called Leader-follow cooperative navigation system. Double acoustic measurement algorithm is presented. The advantage of the system is that all fellow AUVs can get high accuracy with low-cost sensors, and can work in any zone of the sea.
Cooperative Navigation Method
There are two forms of cooperative navigation. One is parallel form: all of the AUVs have equipped the same sensors. They are equal and can get the information of any other one. The other is Leader-Fellow form: few leader AUVs equip with high level sensors and many follow AUVs equip with low-cost sensors. Follow gets the information from the leader, and then updates its position. This form reduces the cost and reaches the request. So it has been the most important approach to solve the underwater navigation problems. System Structure. Leader-follow is a new developed cooperative navigation method. The improvement of Leader-follow is that the transponder is fixed on leader AUV. We consider the Leader-Fellow form in the paper. Firstly, the transponder responses the acoustic ping sent by Follow AUV with another frequency ping. When the follow AUV receives the respond ping, it can calculate the relative position between the leader AUV. Then leader AUVs broadcast their true position throughout the acoustic communication link. So the follow AUVs may work out their true position using the relative position and true position. x is the longitude in degree, k y is the latitude in degree and k z is the depth in meter.
k z can be measured by the depth sensor directly, so in the model we do not need take it into account. The model is described as follows:
Where T is the periods time, k V is the velocity measured with Doppler Velocity Logger (DVL), k φ is the heading angle which is measured with compass. In the model, the two measured inputs are modeled as
Where vk ω and k φ ω are assumed to be independent white Gaussian noise processes with zero mean and known covariances The model can be described shortly as follow:
is a nonlinear item, k w is white Gaussian noise processes with zero mean and known covariance, described as follow: A + in 2D plane.
From the Fig.2 we can see the three points 1k A + ,
Use Eq. (7) A + in 2D plane.
From the Fig.2 we also can see the three points 1k A + ,
1k
A + and 2 T are in one straight line, so we can get 2  2  2  1  1  1  2  2  1  1  1   2  2  2  1  1  1  2  2  1 1 1k A + as the optimal estimated position of follow AUV.
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Simulations and Results
To prove the efficiency of the algorithm, a simulation based on Matlab was studied. In Fig.3 two leader AUVs were programmed to execute a line flight, and they cruised at depth of -20m. One follow AUV was commanded to execute a 45 degree line flight, another follow AUV was commanded to cruise a circle flight. They both were at depth of -50m. Basic parameter includes the noise .
The navigation results of the system are shown in Fig.4 and Fig.6 . The simulation was studied for one hundred times, and then we derived the error by Monte Carlo method. The error relative to the truth for both results is shown in Fig.5 and Fig.7 . There is clear performance advantage from the result.
(i) Both the cooperative navigation methods, geometry triangulation method [8] and double acoustic measurement method, improve the navigation accuracy. Fig.5 and Fig.7 show the errors of navigation.
(ii) Fig.5 and Fig.7 also show that the accuracy of both methods is close. The geometry triangulation method seems a little better than double measurement method, because in double acoustic measurement method the follow AUV must calculate its next time position by using its lower sensors before it calculates the relative position between leaders and itself. This adds the errors.
(iii) Fig.5 shows that the relative movement between the leader and follow AUV is a factor of navigation error. The formation of whole group must be considered. Figure 6 . Results for line flight using three methods Figure 7 . Errors for line flight using three methods
Summary
In this paper, a new approach to the AUV localization and navigation has been presented. The double acoustic measurement method was designed that optimally combines information from leader and follow AUV. Simulations show that the algorithm can perform more effectively than traditional method.
